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Discrete functions are mappingqf of a finite set d into a lattice P. Prime blocks and 
prime antibfocks generalize for iscrete funrtions the we1 known concepts of prime im- 
piicants and of prime implicates for Boolean functions. A lattice difference oper8tor is 
defined for discrete functions which, together with the concept of extended vector, aE 
Iotk’s us to derive new attta&ive algorithms for obtaining the prime blacks and antiblocks 
of 8 discrete function. Applications of she theory to p-s> mmetric Boolean functions and 
to transient auralysis of binary switching networks are mentioned. 
Disjunction: v or V l 
Conjunction: No symbol or A+. 
Negation ofo: ZT = r - 1 - a. 
Ring sum: @ or E. 
Discrete variables are denoted by lower case Ietters like x, Y, z. 
Boldface lrrwer case ietters x, y, z are ut;ed to denote a vector of discrete 
variables or sometimes, when expli&ly indicated, a conjunction of dis- 
crete variables. 
Discrete constants are denoted by lov#er case letters like 4, k, . . . . I. 
Boldface lower case letters like e, ik, . . . . I are used to denote vectors of 
discrete constants. 
Lattice exponentiation: 
x(ci) = 
I 
t - 1 iffXi E ei, 
i 
\o otherwise .
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atrix product with additive law T and multiplicative law T*: (T, T’). 
onecker matrix product with multiplicative law T: @Q~. 
= cl*) orf(4++ or_&,, d: value ofS(+ x0) for x0 = +, with x1, x0 
ion of X. 
(9) a& value off for x0 substituted by x0 @ aO. 
1. Introduction 
The discrete functions to be considered are mappingsf of a finite set 
into a lattice &?. An algebra for discrete functions, namely the block 
ra, is introduced in Section 2. Amongst other things, this algebra 
des us with a shortened presentation of prime implicants extraction 
ods in multiple-valued logic. Hementa- ,J difference operators, called 
meet and join differences, are introduced in Section 3. These operators, 
ther with the new concept of extended vector develcped in 
ion 4, allow us to build a general algorithm for obtaining the prime 
ks and the prime antiblocks of a discrete function; this is done in 
:cGon 5. It is shown that the concepts of prime blocks and prime anti- 
locks reduce to the classical wncepts of prime implicants and prime 
impticatlcs when the discrete function reduces to a Boolean function. 
ntion is also made of the similarity of this algorithm to the consensus 
and the Lechner method for Boolean functions. It is also shown 
e or@inal algorithm for discrete ,functions quoted above gives 5se 
mpetitive method for Boolean functions. 
-ssible applications of the theory presented in this paper are 
in the frame of multiple-valued logic (see, e.g., [ 61). Our pur- 
ever, to develop here some more unconventional applications. 
piication which wil’l be considered in Section 6.1, is the carr\pu- 
of the prime imphcanfs of a g-syrilmetric oolean function. An- 
nsielrt analysis of binary switching network?, 
in Section 6.2. 
Let us finally point aut that this papor is as self-contained as is reason- 
ably possible. 
2. The block algebra 
Let d be the direct produ~ t ot’n fink sets 3,, 
3= d,_l X . . . X 4, X Jo= X 
i=n - f,O 
pJi 
and kt A? = (0, 1, . . . . r - 1). We call an;4 mappingf : d + P a discrete 
functkm 
The function f : J -8 2 may be denoted as f(x, _ r, . . . , x1, x0), the 
variable xd taking its vale:* in the set die We shall now choose an enumer- 
ation order of the points Iof the domain J; let us first define for each 
subscript i a one-to-one mapping of di onto the set of integers 
(0, 1.) .rv* wti - I). The lexicographical order is then chosen for the enumer 
ation of the points in the domain 3. With this convention we are able to 
define any discrete function by the corresponding set of values: {Q, 
where j = { j,_l, . . . . jr, jO)Ji = 0, 1, . . . . mi - 1 for any i, and fj E L? for 
any y’. We shall finahy choose an enumeration order of the points 
of the domain by defining a one-to-one mapping of A? onto the set of 
integers (0, I, . . . . r - 1). 
Let ; L?, v p nT 0, r - 1 b be the lattice under disjunction v and conjunc- 
tion A, having a least element 0 and a greatest element r - 1. The disjunc- 
tion f v g and the conjunctionf A g are defined to be the component- 
wise extensions of the disjunction and of the conjunction in 2, respec- 
;ively9 i.e., 
fvg =(fivgl), f v= Lfj “sp- 
The ordering on A? and on d, is denoted by the symbol >, with the usual 
terminology. Then 
farfpg/, Vj*fvg=f*fhg=g. 
With these definitions, the set of discrete functions 3 + 2 is isomor- 
phic to the product lattice A? (Rr = f&_r mi, where mi is the cardinality 
of ~5~). A subset of A?* iff 
every element f0 
junction of some 
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symm of @ iff every element f of EAr may be expressed, at least in 
ay, as t’S\e conjunction of some L$‘s. 
&et I be an element of 2 and a,, bi be a pair of eIemej:ts of Ji; a bl 
~~~~t~~~ is a discrete function of the form 
one 
ock 
where [a,. b;I !‘~pTW?llIS the set (ai, Ui @ I, a..) ai @ tli = bi) and Where 
sta~ld~ for thh,- sum module ~q (or the ring sum in ~5~). A block will be 
id to be con’ CX iff f+ G bj* Vi. 
it is also recai;led that X/ aip bil stands for a discrete function assuming 
the V&J~ r -- I if x1 t&es its value in [C+, bi], and the value 0 otherwise. 
In particular. since [Ui @ I, ai] = c$, A*@‘*‘iJ takes the value r - I every- _ 
where and one will write 
_pp~*=ti~ = p - ] 
i . 
n antiblack funlction is a discrete function of the form 
An antiblock witI by said to be COMNZX if either Qi > bi, or Coi z 0, or 
hi = ??li 4 E ,W. The notions of (convex) bIocks and of (convex) antiblocks 
zws ihsirzted by Fig. I for a &ction of two variabIes* The blocks and 
locks are used in the problems involving a ring structure for d,, 
e the convex blocks and convex antiblor,ks are useful in the problems 
ere 3, has a chtin structure (see Section 6). 
roof. Let ei be any efement of Ci and Ei = di \ ei, ‘di; let e be the vec- 
f Ie,_l, e,__z, .*., q, eO). Consider the ft7IIowi\ng two canonical expres- 
boons off(x), 
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--- 
cmver antrblock 
El =o 
Fig. 1 Rqsmtmtati~w of blocks and antiblocks. 
v 
non CUIIVQX antlblocks 
=r-t 
which give f(x) as a disjunction of minterms (which are each the con- 
jurrction off’(e) with a join-irreducible element A~.$$ and as 8 conjunc- 
tion of maxterms (which are each the disjunction off(e) with a meet- 
irreducible element ViXp’). Since the minterms are at the same time 
blocks and convex blocks and the maxterms ars at the same time anti- 
blocks and convex antibl,locks, the lemma is prcjved. 
Let f be a discrete function. A (convex) block function smaller than 
f is a (convex) block off. A (convex) antiblock function greater than f 
is a (convex) antiblock of I: A maximal (convex) blo& off is also called 
a prime (convex) block off: A minimal (convex) antiblock of ,f is also 
called a prime (convex) antiblock off: 
Theorem 2.2. (a) Any discrete ftrnction is the di$unction of all its prime 
bit?cks. 
(b) Atiy discrete function is the disjunctron ojrall its prime convex 
bkWkS* 
(c) Any discrete functim is the conjunction I &dl its prime an tiblocks. 
id) Arzy discrete function is; the disjunction of QN its prime conwx 
an tiblocks. 
The proof of Theorem 2.2 is exactly the sitme as that of the Corre- 
s~~jld~n~ property of Boolean functions, where the grimt: blocks and 
thtl. prime convex blocks both correspond to the prime implicsn3 and 
wilcrc the prime antiblocks and the prime convex antiblocks both corre- 
o the prime implicates. 
e of the possible uses of the block algebra will briu:fly be men- 
tioned. 
Let us first consider the convex blocks and the convex antiblocks; 
e Lnows f 2,8] that to each Boolean p-symmetric function cab bt; ds- 
ciitrsd a discrete function. The prime implicants (respectively, prime 
ates) of the Boolean function: may bi; obtained from knowledge 
f the prime cunvex blocks (respective@, prime convex antiblocks) of 
socialted iscrete function (see also Section 6. f ). 
t us now cothsider the prime blocks and prime antiblocks. Know- 
sf them allows us to detect some functional properties of discrete 
functions, such as their unateness, and hence to deduce the transient be- 
~~v~~ur of a switching network [5] (see also Section 6.2). 
worthwhile pointing out that the concepts related to discrete 
re strictly connected to the problems and techniq;3es ap- 
ultiple-valued logic (see, e.g., [6] and the records of the 
proceeding symposia). 
mark 2.3. The blocks and the convex blocks are both generalizations 
for discrete functions of the concept of implicants for Boolean functions. 
] Bioul and Davio used another type of generalization, namely the 
which are defined as follows: a cube function is a discrete function 
functions have their own interest, e.g., in the research of the 
compatibility classes of binary relations. The dual concept of 
efined as follows 
rticular types of cubes while 
3. Differences oi discrete functions 
At this point we introduce the important concept of lattice differ- 
ence of a discrete function? since it is closely related to the block algebra. 
Let T be any one of the lattice operations: v’(disjunction) and A 
(conjunction). G&n a discrete function$of 12 variablesx,_l, . . . . xl, x0=x, 
the (partial) lattice differen*e of J’ with respect 
be denoted T4’JTXi and is defined as follows. 
(a\ Simple Iat tice differences 
o a variable Xi E x will 
v- s-- = 
TX, f(xj e 1) Tfrx) P 
where the symbol @ is the sum modulo mi. 
(b) Multiple lattice differences 
I ) 9 i. kiB1. 
If x1, x0 is a partition of x, the multiple lattice difference ol”f’ with 
respect o the I) variables in x0 will be denoted ‘l?of/Tq, anct is defined 
with k, = {AZ,_,, k,_,, . . . . ko) and x0 = Ixp_+ 
Based on the above defmitions, a set of important functional proper- 
ties can be derived. 
and for kO = rrzo -- B = PTI~__~ -- 1, mp_2 - 1, . . . . wzo - I ohe deduces that 
T”o-‘flTxO is independent of x0. For I, I,, 1, E P clne has 
If T is the disjunction, the lattice BFferences v f/v+ v kif/vxt and 
#x0 are called the join differences and will be denoted 4fJ4Xip 
ri ,attd q’70f/qxo, respectively; dually, if T is the conjunction, the 
diffbmces A f/q, nk’flh Xi and A AFa f/A x0 are called the melet 
differences and. will be denoted Pflp.*;, p&‘f/PXi and pkof/prO. These 
raters were introduced by the author in [4]; their most important 
proper%y isgiven in Theorem 3.1 below. 
Z’WW~. From (4) one deduces immediately for &* = mO - I, 
m,-1 
P ( 3 -I_ pxO = inf(f(e,, Xg)) - X1- 3 x0 
Futdxr on in this text, Tkof/Txo will also be denoted ‘Yf/Tq, for 
fIT’r while ToflTxO will be assumed to be equal to f for 
Bcrdean functions constitute a particularly important type of discrete 
functions, The lattice differences for this iype of function were introa- 
d and stud.ied by Fadini [ 7 ] and Thaysc [ 13 ]; let us give some of 
their properties in addition to those already obtained for discrete func- 
%f T denotes either the disjunction or the conjunction, rhe symbol 
ill then denote the dual operation. One has 
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It is also worthwhile pointing out that in view of Theorem 3.1 and of 
property (6), only differences of the type Tf’lTx, are meaningful for 
Boolean functions, since for these functions 
The following theorem, t:?e proof of which is quite self-evfdent, shows. 
the importance of the concept of lattice dif%rence as a theoretical tool 
by giving the relations of these differences with the classical concepts of 
implicant$ and implicates of a Boolean function. I 
Theorem 3.2. (a) The join difference clflq.xo is the conjunctim of the 
impli~atm oj’f iprdependent uf x0. 
(b) The meet dvference Ff/pxo is the disjunction of the implicants of 
( f indepmdmt of x0. 
C~mkuy 3.9. fa) ff x1, x0 is a partitim of x, the mintems of the fknc- 
tion 
are the prime implicants off independer!t of x0 and depena’en t m all x 1. 
(b) The mintems of the flnction 
are the .prime irnplicants off independm t of x0 aped dependent on all x 1 ._ 
It is recalled that the prime implicants off are the complements of 
the prime implicants ofJ: 
It rrlay now be notrzd that the meet and join differences are powerful 
tools for derking new methods allowing us to obtain the prime impkants 
and the prime implicates of 21 Boolean function. Consider, for ixtance, 
the prime implicant extraction problem; the following algorithm has 
been proposed in [ IS]: 
(a) Compute all the meet differences from the lowest: pf/pXi, 
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@)I Evaluate the expressions (9) from the highest (i.e., for x0 = x) to 
e lowest (i.e., for x0 = 0, where $9 is the empty set). 
!In ecmtrast to some conventional methods, prime implicants are de - 
tected in decreasing rather than in increasing order of their dimensio8a. 
: prime implicant extraction method that can ibe based sn the re- 
&ted use of (9) is very near to the well known method by Lechner 
owever, instead of working on the transform of a truth vector 
lean functioai. as prugosed by Lechner, one has to deal with the 
tars itself. This generally greatly reduces the amou It af compu- 
essary to perform the prime implicants extraction. 
Let us also mention the similarity between the methods based on the 
;ti operators and the consensus theory. Denote by f, a disjunctive 
iven thus as a disjunction of cubes) and iet us explicitly indi- 
cate tht presn<:e of the v;:rfable xi: 
he amensas between each pair of these cubes and with respect o the 
riable xi will produces the new cubes 
v A-B, , 
jk ,3 
ite the function p!flpxj is 
V&v yCl 
k 
=V (AISk,VVCl. 
ik 2 
‘The meet difference pf/p.~~ may thus be considered 8s a consensus be- 
of sutrfunctiuns, namely f (Xi = 0) and f(e..i = t ), and hence 
e implicant extraction methods by Kuntzmann [9] n;dy be con- 
as a particular case of the above theory. The definitions of the 
raters indeed hold whatever the form off may b$, while :he 
eory requires that f be given as a digunction of cubes. 
tiun in eq. (1) one obtains a ring differ- 
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derivative. For a survey of Boolean differential calcuhts and its applica- 
tions to switching theory, see, e.g., Thayse and Davio [ 15 J or the recent 
book by Rucleanu [ 121. 
4. The extended veutms 
Let [fle)] be the :ruth vector off(x), with e = erz_l, . . ..‘q. e,; 
0 G ej G tP2j _- I, Vj. The partial truth vector off with respect o Xi E X, 
that is: (fisj = O),f(xi = I), . . ../*f~i = RZi - I)) will be denoted [f(ei)] 
and the part&i truth vector off with respect o x0 G x will be denoted 
Lf@,)]. The T-parM exttrndczd actor of discrete functions ifi . . . . g) with 
respect o a variable xi will be denoted@,$T)( k .. . , g) and is defined by 
It is recalled that T”‘- * ~/TX, is independent of Xi. Clearly, in view of 
the above definition,U$~)(.f) associates to f: 3 + 2, tTti(mi - 1) + 1 ap- 
plications 
3 n-i x ..* x di+l x J,_, x . . . x J, + A?. 
The T-partial extended vector of discrete functions ( fi ‘.., g) with respect 
to the variables in x0 = xp_ 1, xp_ ?, . . . . x0 2 x will be denoted 
and is defined by 
The T-extended vector g) derives finally from the above defini- 
tions when the complete set x of variables is considered, that is 
Relations (11) and ( 12) evidently hold whatever thus representation of 
the discrete functions& . . . . 
that they may be given as literal 
vector. Consi 
vector or of i 
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elation Q IS) immediately derives from the Kronecker matrix product 
with multiplicative law T whose dtifinition is briefly recalled belsw. Con- 
sider, fwr instance, two matrices ICI and R of arder m and r, respectively; 
be the element ofIll located at the intersection 
c jth column; one then has, by definition 
of the 
R is the matrix R “multiplied” by the scalar mii. The itera- 
by the Kronecker matrix product (15) is then 
y the sa,ane as the iteration (12) which hoMs for the definition of 
eet us now introduce the concept of T-CO~WX e...ters&~! WWW. The 
rtiaf trarth vector sff with respect o xi was denoted [j*(4& which im- 
means ff(+ 0 $ Pi G mi - f f; subvectors of ff(ei)] will! be de 
ff(@?i): Ci E [Qj. bi]] = [f(aj)*f(ai @ l)* l g*,f(4i@ ‘Ii) =f(gi)l ’ 
convex parrial extendk!d vector elf di :rete functions ( f, .*. , R) 
ct to xi will be denote4 $$T)(J . . . . g) and is defined 
(‘y 
x- 
“‘) 
1 
[ f(ej)' ei Ez [ 0, Eli - 111, II Tf r(Ej): tTi f [O, ??I. - 21 , 1 i 1 
[ 
2 
of’ 
mi--2 
i 
ei E [O, mi - 31 9 .-my 
I [ 
‘+3F (ei): E f [Q 149 
i 
eve de~niti~n 
heations: cS,_ I
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Let us now briefly consider the matrix re resentation of the convex 
vectors. Consider an PNi X WZi matrix X; the notation X[ai, !!I~] denotes 
the matrix obtained by deleting in X the columns whose index 
/$(a,, IIia 1, . . ..ai@i’li= atrix NjV) IS the Wi X (mi(Wii + I))/2 
inatrix of 0”s and of (I -- rived from Miv)! 
N”““z(rWW 1)X i 
q”: Is the dual ol‘A$‘? 
In Aew of the above definitions one then obtains 
(191 f’(f) = If(e,](T, 1) [ iis Niq . i=n- I,0 ’ 
From the above definitions one deduces that the T-pa.rtial extended 
vector of binary functionsf, . . . . g with respect o a varia’ble xi is 
#$)(f ) thus associates to f : El? + B, three applicatiorls: B!-’ + B2. 
The matrices IM(*) reduce to 1 
The following relation ho1 s between v- and n-extended vectors: 
(20 
ants and, from its 
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5. Prime (convex) bilocks and prime (convex) antiMocks elf 3 discrete 
function 
ith T the cgnjunctisn (disjlrnctian) and 1 the dual operatam. 
(f(~)vf(2)v_~~“~~~)(f(2)~~f10)vx~1~1J)(~O)vf(l) fl2)). 
achieved by perfect induction cm m and on PI. 
prime blucks and the prime tiblocks off are then obtained 
em-em by detetin I the expressions the bloc 
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and the antiblocks greater than ether ones, respectively. !t is obvious that 
Theorem 5.1 immediately leads to ar-! easily programmable algorithm 
for obtaining the list of the prime blocks and of the prime antiblocks of 
a discrete function. The complexity of this algorithm is fixed and is 
IIi(Y?li(nai - 1) + I 1. 
Let us now consider the prime convex blocks and the prime cotrvex 
antiblocks; the vectors.$r) are deduwd from the vectors qT) as follows 
flT) is the Kronecker product: $Tj = Q? y n__ 1 o 4T). = - * 
with T the emjunction (disjunctioni and L the dual operation. 
The same proof as for Theorem 6.1 Scolds. 
The prime convex blocks and the prime convex antiblocks are then 
obtained from the above theorem by dr:leting in the expressions the 
convex blocks smaller and the convex antiblocks greater than other ones, 
respectively. The complexity of the algorithm based on Theorem 5.2 is 
fixed and is Kiifmi(m, + 1). 
An elementary illustrative exam e is treated in figs. 2 and 3; the func- 
tion considered is a ternary function of a binary variable x0 and of a 
ternary variable x1, that is 
The truth vector of that fu 
[f(el, eo)] =(2,2, 2,0, 1, 1) l 
,o 
z _ _ - 
0 
x 
w E l o - be- 
0 
Y 
%” 
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0 
w 
v 
z 
-x0 
- 
- 
x0 
C 
C 
0220200 
=2020020~200 
[ 
0 2 0 
I[ 1 2202004 
2O2’2222202O222O2002 
0022222220022220020 
2202022!202002022202 = 
2220022220820022220 
22222020222020020020 
22222200222200200200 1 
The extended vector q$‘)( f) is 
The PI is 
The expression off as a disjunction of blocks is thus 
f 
= q)x(o) v p1 (1) v ~(0) 
0 1 % 
v .:l,,coo) v 1x\2)x60) v la~~2)x:‘) v 
I x:2’ v XV? U*@) v 1~Wl#n v ]~wJ*(“) v l+~J*~1 v 
1 0 
I.^ 
1 0 1 0 0 
1dyJ v IxIp’ . 
he prime blocks in the above expression have been underlined. 
The prime antibtocks are obtairwd by making use of dual types of 
M 
4’ 
al 
m 
x( .xt at 
SY 
th 
4 
if 
VC? 
th 
f 
= 
‘I 
line 
mal 
( 
end 
if tl 
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The above computations, using the vectors #T and Kr and the matrix 
M arf: easily yl*ogrammabie; for hand computations the above algorithm 
quickly becomes cumbersome when the number and the size of the vari- 
ables increase. A first improvement of the algorithm can be obtained by 
making use of tree computation scheme as in F&s. 2-3. 
It must be noted tlhat, for sake of concisenr=ss, the cube exponentation 
xfl is used in the expression of $ and in Figs. 2-3; let us also recaH that 
xl” = x\iJI (Mock notation]. Let us give some details about the notatioh? 
and the procedure used in Fig. 2 in order to obtain the prime blocks. 
Each arrow in Fig. 2 starting from a i’unctiong is labelled with the 
symbol il**‘il if the operation to be performed at this level is 
d xi = ai) A g(Xi =Ui @ I j A . . . A &xi = ai Q hi = bi) ; 
the arrow, at the same tevel, without symbol indicates the operation 
he,g(xi=t?i), 0< CiG ??Zi - 1. 
khe blocks of the function f are of the form 
lyI+ $1 *IT9 $J (ok8 bkl 
- i i .‘* *k 
if the set of consecutive arrows fromf to a term I of the A-_,,l’iended 
vector are IabelIed #* bl, j@ $I, .,. , kf*n ‘A . Only the prime blocks and 
the prime convex blocks have been written in Fig 2. 
One obtains finally the following expressions off as a disjl~nction of 
prime blocks and as a disjunction of prime convex blocks, re ipectively 
fS ~\W4 “qJN~\W v IX\& O) v qy (block 3) 
zqpol v l $w~\OJJ v lx[***] v lxh”*ol l (convex blocks). 
Dual operations and notations are used in Fig. 3 in order t:, obtain 
the prime antiblocks and the prime convex antiblocks; one obtains 
f = (J#“’ v ~(,2.~~)(1 v x\O*ll)( 1 v xv01 Y xp”I) (antiblocks and 
convex antiblocks). 
The algorithm based on theorems 5.1-5.2 a d developed along the 
lines summarized in Figs. 2-3 can now be significantly simplified by 
making use of the following remarks. 
(1) During the research of the (convex) blocks, the algorithm may be 
ended once a fconvex) block x!q* %x~T+‘~I ,.. $k*‘kl has been obtained; 
if the set of consecutive arrows fromf until that (convex) block are 
d--4 
c 
K x 
0 X- G 
03 
c *!A 
x +I 
0 w 
Xa 
G 
X 
m 
x 
ol 
IX 
Ix- I 
X x 
0 0 
0 x % 
t-u m ml 
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ex) k rock off. All the (convex) blocks which could be obtained 
by continuirqg fhe initial propped algorithm once a (convexlr block has 
been reached *I Qc znailer or equal to the (convex) bllsek: off written 
above. 
(2) If, at each step of the algorithm, the arrows with the largest inter- 
val [c~, b,] are explored first, the prime (convex) blocks are detected in 
dt creasing order of their dimension, so that those parts of the algorithm 
which would lead to smaller (convex) blocks could easily be detected and 
would thus b 3 ended at once. 
(3) Assume that after a set of consecutive arrows labelled @*~,j@bi! 
. . . , d’@kl a function g is obtained and assume moreover that this part 
of the algurithm resulting from the development of g gives the p prime 
(convex) blocks of fr 
with aOY aI, ,.., ap_.r arbitrary (convex) blocks. Then if the same func- 
tion g is obtained in any other part of the algorititm and after a set of 
consecutive arrows labelled pf%*bPJ, q[@@, . . . . r[%brl, the following set 
of (convex) blocks are prime (convex) blocks off: 
Dual types of simplifications evidently hold for the research of the prime 
(convex) ant iblocks. 
The simplifications resulting from the points ( 1 j -- (3) above are illu- 
strated in Fig. 4 by the research of the prime implicants of a Boolean 
function of six variables, namely 
It is recalled that oolean functions, x and ji” stand for x(I) and X(O), 
respectively, anlj t h ) = [pi, .~i, 11’ while v3 ‘~ l[~i~ Xi, O]’ g 
The prime irnpli~:ants of that function are 
xity of the initial proposed algorithm for lS3olean func- 
nd is 3Y In view of (1) above, and since in the worst case 
1) steps of the algorithm, the latter now 
w~~hwhile pointing out that the above algorithm holds, 
,t~ver the starting form off may be, while ot21er methods, such as 
IcCiluskey methqd or the consensus theory [!?I, request that 
disjunction of minterms or of blacks, respectively. 
shall now brkfly consider the problem of computing the prime im- 
e prime implicates of a multiple output Baolean function. 
r, for ir,st;;rnce, the mult igde-output function fO, fI, f2 given by 
-/, -.- ^ _ _ . .- _ _ -._ -. _,_ .- __-___ .-_ - 
fz 
._ --- -.-.. 
1 0 
0 0 
0 0 
1 I 
I 1 
0 .’ 1 
0 1 
0 1 
-- - - -- - - -- -_ ..-. -- ._.^I_. _. _._“_^ _. __-_. I. _ .-_-___. _I--..-- 
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m;l;y also be symbolically -written 
FZ. j”;&jT2 v 01 lx*xIxz v 11 ls,.u,x, V 001x,qx* v 
The computation for obtaining the prime implicants and the prime 
implicates of F may be stated either in the truth table form o’f in tht: 
e T operation on the coefEl:ients of the cubes must 
ndled componentwise. The computations for obtaining 
ts of F are outlined in Fi . 5; the set of prime impli- 
cants is 
Multiple:-output discrete functions could evidently be treated in the 
same sway. 
6. Appliwt ions 
Prime irrrplicants and prime impiicates of a Boolean function consti- 
tute important mathematical tools in Boolean algebra. Knowledge of 
them allows us first to detect some functional properties of Boolean 
functions, such as their unateness [8] or their decomposability [6]. They 
are also u~iU1 in switching theory wh~e they lead to classical designs of 
minimal and of haLard-free two-level combinational networks. it is ob- 
vious that the concepts of prime blocks and of prime antiblocks play the 
same role in multiple-valued logic as the prime implicants and the prime 
implicates in binary logic. This observation leads npt atatty to an initial 
tails concernin 
he theory presented in this sectiorr is ~-~ainly due ta Harrison 18 J and 
to ;i 2. Des&:mps [ 21. 
Consider a Boofean function f(x), ar3 
f the wt of its variables into p 
iabies .?loj, x Ii, . . . : x(9 __ l)j 
acting on the set of Integers 
that the subset xi contains 
g - I. Given a permu- 
c Sunulion jtx) 23 p-symmetric if and 4~nlY iF 
f(X)=f(X~03X~‘, . . ..*i_Pil) + 
St-x any p-tuple (II,, II,, . . . . F$_*) of pesmut a-t&m, A direct consequmce 
f this dcfinitlion is thatf(x) is p-symmet ri and only if its value at the 
is entirely defined by the p 
ith each p-symmetric 
)6”14& WC@& l *a: Me,,_l). 
switc ian j(x) can be asso- 
d a discrete function F(zo, q, . . . . 2 
d= d,_l x l . . x d, x J, 
o R,, where dj z 0, 1, . . . . nj. It is defined 
0) = sOI MeI) = +. *o-j w( 
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(prime) impliran? i2j +‘_f if anei only if the ronvex block 
kj=lj = w(e)) ford= k, .,., p - 1 9 
Note that for j = 0, I, . . . . k - ! i the. integer $ = ru(eJ is the number 
of uncompie~mented variables in ~$3 and thus q - &’ g $ - + - qO = 
= ??jJ - kj is the nuamber of complemented variables; similarly, for 
j = k, . . . . p - 1, the integer kj = w(e[) is the number of uncomplemen 
variables in -Xi and YQ - I, = n: - 
I 
ki is the number of compleBmented vari-, 
abies. 
According to Theorem 6.1 and to the preceding remark, the foIlLowing 
method can be used in order to find the prime implicants of a p-symme- 
tric function f: 
( 1) Compute the discrete function E’ associated wit 
(2) Find the prime convex bIocks of E 
(3) With each prime conve% block 
associate all the prtidwts of the tyne mo(xo) ml(q) .-. mp_J 
where nlj(xj) is the prudtict of ki uncomplemented variables and II! -- 2’ 
complemented variable ., for j = 0, 1, . ..) p - 1. 
Consider 1 he function f = (x0x1 v xl x2 v x0x 
e tic = ((x0, Xl, x2)9 Cxg x 
nction associated wik:~ :f i able 2; .‘t can be 
F a&nits the two e convex bloc 
tsll 
Table 2 
. _ _ _ . _ . - -_. .- ___ ___. _ __________ .___ ..- ._I_ -a.--.*-_- 
go 0 
I 2 3 
._ - _ ._ ______ __&____l___l,.___ _^._^__..  ___ _- __-..-_..-.__.- - _ . _ 
A?, 0 c) 0 1 1 
f t 1 0 0 
2 t 1 0 0 
_. __ _ __ ‘_____ _^._ --- _---WV*- __-.---_. __C^._ __-_ _ +., _ . ..___ --LuIc--cIc.-^ 
With G, are assc&ted all the products Q$Q~ x1, x‘$ntl{x3, x4) with 
0 uncomplemented variables among (x0, x,. Q); 
3 -- 1 = 2 complemented variables among (x0, xi, Q); 
1 uncumplemented variibles among (x3, x4); 
2 - 2 = C complemented variables among (x3, x4). 
4%~ then obtains the following six prime impEeants, 
Similarly, with G2 are associated the products VI&~, ..Q x2)m+&, ~4) 
with 
“r uncomptemented variables among (x0, x1, x2); 
5 - 3 = 0 compIemented variables among (.x0, :Y 1D A:*); 
0 uneomplemented variables among (x~, x4); 
2 - 0 = 2 complemented variables among (x3, a$. 
ne obtains the following three prime impticants, 
Remark 6.3. The dual concept of convex antiblocks wouid lead to an 
rithm for obtaining the prime Implicates of a p-symmetric function. 
The application summarized in this section is due to the author and 
as more ex’.ensively prevented in a preceding paper [ 5 1. 
Consider, f”r example, a two level AND-QR network and assum? that 
there exist k different paths in this network starting from the input xi 
ending at the network output, This network realizing a Boolean 
function t(x) can be represented by 
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where ,4 and Bi are Boolean functions independent of xP The term, s
~$3~ and X&Q represent he signals a!ong the k paths between the nput 
Xi and the output off(x). Assume now that these k paths can be pzuti- 
tioned in I &wts of paths (I 4 k), such that the paths in each set hax <the 
same delay value and that the paths in different sets have; differen 
values, The function of the network can now be written 
where each Blj and Bej is the disjunction of some of the Bje Assur 
further that the ordering in the 2 delay values corresponc’js to the ordering 
of the index j in the above equation, and that the network is assuned tg 
work in the fundamental mode; the network model becomes 
withyi a 2Zmary discrete variable taking values in the set {O, 2il- ! ). 
Summarizing the above results, one sees that iF an input variab .e Xi is 
connected to the network output through the intermediary of C ssts of 
paths, each set containing the paths with an identical delay value. the 
binary variable xi must be repiaced by a 21.aary variable yi taking i 
ties in the set {O, 3 - l}. To the values 0 and 1 of the binary vari 
are associated the values 0 and I of the 220ary variable respective 
will be called the stable values Oiyi* To a change from 6 to 1 of 
binary variable xI is associated achange between 0 and 2 of the 220ary 
variable J+ in the interval [O, I] ; similarly to a change from 1 to 0 Iof Xi 
is associated achange between 0 and I ofyi in the interval [Z, 01. From 
the network SC eme one has obtained a discre,te function in the d&rete 
variable yi and in the binary variables xj( j # i); this function takes into 
account the differences in the delay values for the paths between the 
input Xi and the network <output. 
A transition involving a change in the variable Xi will give I&S tcl 8 
static malfunction for a given network realizingf(x) if and o: Jy if 
(a) f(Xi = 0) = f(.Xi = 1); 
(b) thrz network output experiences atransition durmg the input 
e following theorem then holcls. 
notation such as [Glyi)lz represents the Boolean function obtained 
the, discrete func;ion G( yi) by substituting for the discrete variable 
jinary variable P:i zs follows 
JO) = z 
ui iv 
It 6.5. Consider a network realizing *lie Boolean function 
f =x()x&j v fx* v x2)X, v X3X,$ , 
nd assume moreover that the paths from the input x4 to the network 
ut i-Lave increasing delays for the three occurrences of this variable 
that is, 
y along x0x4 < delay along (x1 v x2)x4 < delay along x3x4 . 
e discrete, function l;lssociated with this ordering on the delays is 
es Ss value in {O, I, 2, 3,4, 5). To a change from 0 
ndrs a change in the interval [ 0, I, 2, .S] of y4; and to 
to 0 of x4 corresponds achange in the interval 13, 
s corresponds to the state 3 of yj. One has 
:= 
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The transitions containing a static malfunction are thus characterized 
bY 
I_M__^I _.,- -. . . . _. . _  . ___ .- -__. -_ . .__- .^-.-. _  _ .- _____ 
Changing variables fixed variibles _- ,-_.-- ..-.._ _-_. _.__. .“---..._-._... --- -- __..- - --__.. ___ ..I___ .-__-__C__.__ _ _^___ ____.___.e ____ .__ll 
x+b 1 i$X3(XI v x2) = f 
l .t. + 0 . XOE&XI v x2) = z 
__.__*.__. _ - .,.. - - -._ -. --. _. ._. .- . _ .__  _ _._.^ . , -- _-.. ____ _--_ _. _- _- 
Let us give some comments relative to the above definition of mal- 
function. This concept is evidently closely related to the classical concept 
of hazard. It must, however, be noted that a hazard is a concept w’nich is 
independent of any assumption-on the delays. Malfunctions were rEefined 
as a departure from the ideal behaviour of a network when the vallles of 
some delays are known or when an ordering in the: delay values is given. 
It must also be pointed out that the above definitions imply that the mal- 
functions are defined from an initial input state to a final innut stznte and 
no!: between two input states as the hazards WYG defined, It is also ob- 
vious that this .allows us to develop a more realistic sight of the tra 
behaviour of a network than that obtained by a classical hazard-de 
method. 
Let us finally point out that malfunctions for any type of input 
changes and for asynchronous networks were defined and studied 
5-- 161, in connection with the prime blocks representation of t.he asso- 
ciated discrete function E 
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